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ECO Animal Health are constantly monitoring the effects of the Coronavirus
pandemic and are following UK Government and World Health Organisation
guidelines.
Veterinary medicines has been designated as an essential business sector by multiple
government organisations around the world and ECO Animal Health therefore will be
continuing to support critical supply chains and your business.
We are aware of the potential impact that the Coronavirus could have on our
customers, employees and wider community, and will respond appropriately and
reduce the risk to all stakeholders, whilst remaining focused on continuing supply with
minimal disruption.
We have implemented a work from home policy for all staff and our remote
infrastructure and communications systems are working well. Therefore, our
customers/suppliers shouldn’t notice any difference as phone numbers, contacts
and the way we normally communicate will not change, except that physical
meetings are being replaced with telephonic and video conferencing.
With the rapidly evolving nature of this pandemic, we are in regular contact with our
CMO’s, suppliers and carriers to monitor any developments that would impact
sourcing of raw materials or delivering orders. Our suppliers have confirmed their
current ability to continue supplying the necessary materials to support our supply
chain.
If you are already our partner, please continue to reach out to your sales, account or
customer service representative with any questions, and we will provide the
information you need as quickly as possible. The environment is changing rapidly,
and we commit to be in touch with you quickly as and when the situation changes.
If you are new to ECO and would like to contact us, please do so using the details
provided on this website.
Thank you for your interest in ECO.
Marc Loomes
Chief Executive Officer
ECO Animal Health Ltd.
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